Disclaimer
Vocabpoker.com states that it makes no warranty or representations of the accuracy or
completeness of the content available on the site. All the content or materials in the website
that include services, information, products, text, graphics and links are provided in "AS IS"
basis without the warranty of any kind.
Vocab Poker makes no guarantee of merchantability or fitness for purpose of any of the
functions of this website. Vocab Poker also does not guarantee that users shall be able to use
the website without interruption or that continuity will not be lost as a result of any
interruption. The remedies available to users in case of any interruption to or loss of continuity
in any activity on the website shall be as set out in the detailed terms and conditions.
Vocabpoker.com does not warrant that the functions and services available on the website will
be error-free and uninterrupted. It also does not warrant that the servers used for the website
are free from computer viruses and other harmful materials. Vocabpoker.com does not make
any representations regarding the completeness, accuracy, adequacy and reliability of the
materials used in the website. Use of the services and content on the website is at the risk of
the users and Vocabpoker.com will not be responsible for any costs of damage, repair or
servicing of their computer systems.
Advertisements hosted on vocabpoker.com are not to be understood to mean that Classic
Rummy endorses or provides support to the subject of the advertisement. Users responding to
advertisements or purchasing any products advertised on vocabpoker.com do so at their own
risk.
All product names, logos, and brands are property of their respective owners/firms. All
company(s), product(s) and service names used in this website, app are for identification
purposes only. Use of these names, logos, and brands does not imply endorsement or any tie
ups. All other trademarks cited herein are the property of their respective owners.
While playing online game related to poker/rummy is legal in most parts of India, Vocab Poker
does not represent that no restrictions or conditions will be implemented in various states of
the country on playing of rummy in the future.

